
Site study Context (Creating a leveled pit for water collection, while maintaining the connection with the other collection pits on the lower 
contours)

Step farming is a preferred mode of farming in the mountains. This water management caters to the indigenous farming style while 
also reducing on construction costs owing to the size of pits constructed and the use of sustainable material like lime. This pit can 
be constructed using unskilled labor as well making it a viable option for the mountains.

The mountains receive heavy rainfall during monsoon. However, due to the terrain, water quickly runs off creating a shortage post 
monsoon. Water is required not only for sustenance but also for irrigating the fields. Thus, sustainable water-management practice 
is required  to cater to the needs in an ecologically sensitive manner.
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The runoff is collected at upper level, which, when filled, opens up to lower levels  which are also filled subsequently creating 
water storage pockets  at various levels on the mountains that cater to the fields around them using natural gravitational force. 
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Lime-Cycle
LIME(Non-hydraulic )-

The word lime originates with its earliest use as building mortar and has the sense of sticking or 
adhering. These materials are still used in large quantities as building and engineering materials 
(including limestone products, cement, concrete, and mortar), as chemical feedstock, and 
for sugar refining, among other uses. Lime industries and the use of many of the resulting 
products date from prehistoric times in both the Old World and the New World. Lime is used 
extensively for wastewater treatment with ferrous sulfate. Lime used in building materials is 
broadly classified as "pure", "hydraulic", and "poor" lime; can be natural or artificial; and may be 
further identified by its magnesium content such as dolomite or magnesium lime. Uses 
include lime mortar, lime plaster, lime render, lime-ash floors, tabby concrete, whitewash, silicate 
mineral paint, and limestone blocks which may be of many types. The qualities of the many types 
of processed lime affect how they are used. 

Pure lime(non-hydraulic) sets very slowly through contact with carbon dioxide in the air and 
moisture; it is not a hydraulic lime so it will not set under water. Pure lime is pure white and can 
be used for whitewash, plaster, and mortar. Benefits include-

1. Lime Allows Buildings To Breathe
2. Lime Provides A Comfortable Environment
3. The Use Of Lime Has Ecological Benefits
4. Lime Binds Gently With Early Adhesion
5. Lime Mortar Can Protect Adjacent Materials
6. Lime Renders Can Assist Drying Out By Evaporation
7. Lime Mixes Have Good Workability
8. Lime Binders Can Be Durable And Have Stood The Test Of Time
9. Lime Finishes Are Beautiful

10. Lime Contributes To A Healthy Environment
11. Self Healing
12. Local Limes Enhance Regional Identity And Diversity
13. Indefinite Shelf Life
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Mixing Mortar [1(lime):3(surkhi)]
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The Lime - pit construction process
Step 01

Creating a leveled pit for water collection, while 
maintaining the connection with the other collection 
pits on the lower contours.



The Lime - pit construction process
Step 02

Inserting slender stones with pointed edges in the pit, 
for collecting water from the surrounding surface. 
Stones create a texture in the inner surface of the pit 
that holds lime plaster in place. 



The Lime - pit construction process
Step 03

Adding a layer of lime plaster with ratio of lime and 
brick dust (surkhi) 1:3. Mixing the items to form 
homogenous mixture; adding minimum water as and 
when required. Applying a thick layer of the mixture 
on all sides of the pit until all stones are covered. 
Applying additional layer of the mixture (in the same 
proportion), thereby increasing the strength of the pit 
and increasing the water retention capacity of the 
same. 



The Lime - pit construction process
Step 04

Adding a layer of Jute fabric over the lime plaster. The 
jute fibers work similar to a wire mesh in concrete. 
Adding another layer of lime plaster with ratio 1:3 
over the jute fibers. Adding finishing coat of the lime 
pit, using finer brick dust and lime. The proportions 
being 1:2 Lime and fine brick dust (sieved for 
eliminating the small stones)
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